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Abstract— As the number of the sockets and cores within a
cache-coherent NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) system
increases, parallel file I/O performance is affected more by
processor affinity and synchronization overhead within the
system. In this paper, we report on the performance impact of
processor affinity and page caching overhead on parallel write
operations to a single shared file on a large NUMA system. We did
experiments using two configurations of an HPE Superdome Flex
system – one with 12 sockets and the other with 32 sockets, both
having 24 cores per socket, OpenMPI, and the Lustre parallel file
system. Our results show that processor affinity and page caching
overhead can result in large performance variation depending on
the number of MPI processes. We observe that page caching is
useful for parallel file writes with a small number of MPI
processes, but it is not scalable on a large NUMA system. Parallel
file writes without page caching are scalable but achieve higher
performance only with a large number of MPI processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
NUMA memory systems are a defining characteristic of
today’s many-socket cache-coherent shared memory
architectures. The HPE Superdome Flex is one example of a
large cache coherent NUMA machine and can have up to 32
sockets [1]. Processor affinity in a NUMA architecture affects
memory access latency since it determines the relative distance
between processor and memory. The latency of a cache coherent
memory access between two remote sockets is greater than the
latency within a socket. As the size of a NUMA system grows,
such latencies are likely to increase and affect overall
performance more. Page caches store read/write data from files
in physical solid-state memory to accelerate file accesses. Any
subsequent read from the data in the page cache greatly benefits
from the high speed of the physical memory. The speed of file
writes also increases because writing to physical memory is
much faster than writing to the disk. Page caches are used widely
and are turned on by default in Linux kernel. However, page
caching incurs locking overhead when multiple processes access
the page cache. The locking overhead may increase as the size
of a NUMA system grows.
In this paper we investigate the effect of processor affinity
and Linux page caching overhead of large NUMA machines on
the performance of parallel file write operations. We used the
IOR benchmark 3.3.0+dev [2] and a custom benchmark on HPE
Superdome Flex servers to test sequential accesses to a parallel
file.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND TEST METHOD
We measured performance of parallel writes on a single
shared file on two HPE SDF systems. Our smaller HPE SDF
has 12 sockets with 24 cores per socket and has 9 TB of memory.
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Its parallel file system is Lustre [3] v.2.12.0 with 4 OSTs. The
larger HPE SDF has 32 sockets with 24 cores per socket and
has 21 TB of memory. Its parallel file system is Lustre v.2.12.3
with 118 OSTs. The SDF and the file system are connected with
a single 100 Gb InfiniBand adapter.
We used IOR [2] to measure the performance of parallel
writes on a single shared file on the smaller HPE SDF system
having 12 sockets. We used both MPI and POSIX I/O in the
IOR test. We used the following parameters of IOR: block size
32 MB, fsync for POSIX, check write, transfer size 1 MB,
segment count 8, and iteration count 5. We used OpenMPI 4.0.2.
We used ROMIO to measure the MPI file I/O performance with
DirectIO. We used a custom MPI benchmark to measure the
performance on the big HPE SDF system having 32 sockets. Its
transfer size is 4 MB, and each MPI process had 0.5 GB of data.
The benchmark is similar to what IOR does to measure the
performance of parallel file writes. We used OpenMPI v. 4.0.1
and POSIX I/O.
III. TWO PERFORMANCE KNOBS
A. Processor Affinity – Socket vs. Core
We measured the effect of processor affinity on the
performance of parallel file write operations to a single shared
file on HPE SDF having 12 sockets. In this paper we compared
two opposite processor allocation approaches provided by
OpenMPI– map-by-socket and map-by-core. With map-bysocket, the processes are bound to successive sockets in a roundrobin order. With map-by-core the processes are bound to cores
in a socket. When the number of cores in the socket are all
bound, the cores in the next socket are used. With 24 MPI
processes, map-by-core places all processes in a single socket.
With 12 MPI processes, map-by-socket places one process per
socket.
The dotted lines in Figure 1 show the MPI I/O performance
of IOR with page caching enabled. POSIX I/O performance is
similar to MPI I/O performance, but it is not presented in this
paper. IOR performance with map-by-socket does not show any
speedup with more cores. This is problematic for applications
whose MPI processes are spread across many sockets that write
to a shared file simultaneously. According to our results, it is
better to place I/O processes on a single socket if possible.
However, such changes may require source code changes and
may not be feasible. On the other hand, IOR performance with
map-by-core is neither as high nor as scalable as we may expect.
Its performance is maximized between 12 and 24 cores, which
keeps execution in a single socket, and performance drops when
more than one socket is used. The performance difference due
to processor affinity is maximized when the number of MPI
processes is between 12 and 24 for the 12-socket HPE SDF.
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Figure 1. IOR File-Write Performance on HPE SDF with 12 sockets

B. Buffered I/O vs. Direct I/O
We used the likwid tool to collect hardware performance
counter data while running IOR. It turns out that the percentage
of CPUs being in the active state (C0 state of Intel CPU) shows
big differences between map-by-core and map-by-socket. For
IOR, the percentage of time in a non-active state with map-bysocket is 40-50% higher than the percentage of time being in a
non-active state with map-by-core. This means more time is
spent idling while waiting for data and synchronization.
Additionally, the performance trend of map-by-socket gives a
hint of possible serialization due to high page caching
synchronization overhead across multiple sockets.
Linux provides buffered I/O and direct I/O for file I/O.
Buffered I/O uses the page cache of the kernel, while direct I/O
does not use the page cache but reads and writes directly from
storage. IOR provides an option to bypassing page caching for
POSIX I/O testing. For MPI I/O, IOR does not support direct
I/O but relies on MPI. We built OpenMPI with ROMIO to
bypass page caching for MPI I/O. The solid lines in Figure 1
show MPI I/O performance of IOR using direct I/O. POSIX I/O
performance is similar to MPI I/O performance, but it is not
presented in this paper. Page caching gives a large performance
boost for smaller numbers of MPI processes over direct I/O
because page caches are far faster than storage. This trend holds
with map-by-core up to 24 MPI processes, which fits into a
single socket. However, IOR with direct I/O is more scalable
and outperforms IOR with page caching with more than 24 MPI
processes.
IV. PERFORMANCE IMPACT OF NUMA SYSTEM SIZE
We ran similar tests on the larger HPE SDF system using a
custom benchmark due to unavailability of IOR on the system.
We chose a stripe size of 4 MB and a stripe count of 32. Since
there are significant differences between the Lustre file systems
of the two HPE SDF system, direct comparison of the parallel
file write performance between the systems may not be
meaningful. However, the trend within a system can reveal the
effect of the processor affinity and the effect of page caching.
The effect of processor affinity shows a similar trend to that on
the smaller HPE SDF system in Figure 2 when page caching is
used. Again, the performance drops when the MPI processes are
mapped across more than one socket with the page cache
enabled. The Map-by-Core (Direct I/O) performance in Figure
1 and Figure 2 shows much higher performance of the Lustre
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Figure 2. Parallel File-Write Performance on HPE SDF with 32 sockets

V. RELATED AND FUTURE WORK
Lustre over-striping can increase shared file I/O
performance [4]. The Lustre systems we used are older versions
and lack over-striping support. We plan to study the effect of
over-striping as future work. There are approaches to improving
I/O performance with user-level caching using delegate nodes
[5] and using asynchronous I/O [1]. Our work can be used as a
guide on how to allocate delegated I/O nodes in large NUMA
machines. Asynchronous I/O may spread I/O traffic in time but
does not increase peak throughput. Asynchronous I/O can also
get benefits from our findings on large NUMA machines.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper showed that processor affinity and page caching
overhead for shared file access within a large NUMA system can
affect parallel file I/O significantly. We plan to do an in-depth
analysis of the overhead. We will also consider more real-world
parallel file I/O patterns.
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